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a. More emphasis should be placed in the theoretical indoctrination on

the importance and value of information, pointing out that the agent can

contribute more by supplying information than by blowing up a bridge Or

shooting a Russian. In this connection accuracy and timeliness should also

probably be brought into the picture.

b. The EEI's should be pointed up much more sharply, pounding away at

key points, emphasizing only a few important targets. Individual agents

should not
A
be discouraged from collecting the relatively less useful stuff

(political, general economic, etc.), but it should be made very clear to the

reporting officer and radio operator that only the cream is to be transmitted.

Throughout the EEI's Kibitz 15 should stress the fact that the existing

(prewar) situation is known and that we need only changes from that. His

broad EEI's should include perhaps only four categories, military (including

unconventional weapons), traffic and changes in the traffic net, industrial

production in key plants, and operational information. Specific EEI's should

be detailed. He is definitely on the right track as far as specific targeting

for each area is concerned but it should be carried much farther if possible.

.Rail lines, switching yards, rail and road bridges, kaserne, and factories

should, if possible, be cataloged for each area with an indication of probable

priority in wartime. It should be made abundantly clear that items which do

not directly affect the combat situation are of secondary importance. Political,

sociological, and psychological reporting should wait until courier systems

are set up.

1. General Comments:
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c. His ideas on reporting are very good as are his sample reports.

He should, however, establish a system of grading similar, to the one generally

in use among U.S. agencies. This could be modified to something like this:

A - "I saw it myself", B - "A member of the team saw it", C - "A reliable

friend saw it himself and told me", D - "Someone told a friend he saw it",

- a vague rumor. The 1 through 6 evaluations for the material could also

be used if desired.	 G	 y

For convenience in reporting, Kibitz 1 (and any other stay behind group )
,A•

should be supplied with a system of standard abbreviations which would cove

at least unit designations, rank designations, materiill designations, generil?.,\M-

classes of equipment such as howitzer, gun, mortar, etc. Agreed abbreviations

for place names might also be useful.

It would probably be possible and certainly would be useful to establish

a system of proforma reports, particularly if Kibitz 15 sets up specific targets

for specific areas. For example, if there are three kaserne in an area a message

could read "KA (Proforma "A", Order of Battle Summary) 1 (A specific kasern)

27 Gds R. Regt 2 Jamj:c2 (Another kasern) No report, 3 (the third kasern)

unidentified battalion 5 Jan., 12345-34567 (A map ref for area not covered by

proforma) about 2,000 service troops 28 Dec.

d. If he can put more stress on the importance of briefness in W/T

transmissions without scaring his operators too much, he should do so. His

disregard for the practical dangers may be calculated, but if it isn't, more

stress should be placed on WT. security. I assume he doesn't believe that

business about D/F sets having to be at least 100 km apart.
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2.  Specific Comments and Suggestions:

a. Enclosure 4, in addition to generalities should end up something

like this:

"Remember, a reliable report at the right time is worth a battalion.

You must report,

(1) What military units are in your area, what is their strength,

what equipment do they have, and what are they doing?

(2) What changes are being made in the rail, road and canal network,

what kind of traffic is moving, and where is it going?

(3) What changes have been made in the industrial plants in your

area and what and how much are they producing?

(4) Who do you know who can help in the work, who is dangerous to

you and your co-workers, and why?"

b. Enclosures 5 through 9 are good in theory, but in practice aren't the

sort of thing that we will want from W/T agents, at least in the early stages

of a war in which we have contact with enemy troops on continental Europe. If

the allies were to be driven off the continent, these enclosures would be

useful if revised. Enclosure 6 should be redrafted along the following lines:

"In the economic field we want to know only things that are helping or

hurting the Russian war effort. If there is a food shortage, for example, we

only have to know about it if it is bad enough to cause food riots. In the field

of industry, we would want to know:

(1) What plants are producing war materiel?

(2) How much are they producing?
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(3) What plants are repairing Russian equipment? What sort of

equipment? How difficult bn repair?	 °	 •
A

(4) Are any industrial plants being greatly expanded? If so, why?"

c. Enclosure 10 is excellent under any conditions excepting that I find

paragraph g somewhat mystifying.

d. Enclosure 11 is too diffuse and places too much emphasis on

unconventional weapons. This field is, of course, important, but it is not

the sort of thing that relatively low level agents are likely to pick up.

Suggest that they all be lumped into one or two questions such as, "What have

you heard or seen which may relate to weapons of mass destruction such as atomic

bombs, bacteriological warfare, rockets or guided missiles? Are there any large

installations or restricted areas in your territory with unusually heavy guard

complements or other special security devices? The main emphasis should be

placed on standard OIB questions. The following illustrates the general line

of questions which would be desirable. It should be noted, however, that they

are given as a guide and are not complete or arranged in the best possible order.

"(1) Enemy troops: When you are reporting enemy troops always try to

get the following information which is arranged in the order of what is

most important to know:

What is the designation of the unit (24th Gds Hvy Tank Brig)?

What is the name and rank of the commanding officer?

What is the field post number (this will be 
0',
s.  personal letteriwhich

the men may throw away).

How many men in the Unit?
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How many and what type of guns, tanks, trucks, etc. do they have?

Are they stationed more or less permanently or just temporarily.

What are they doing (training, resting, guard duty, etc.)?

When did they come, when will they leave?

How did they come, haw will they leave?

How is their morale and their discipline?

What are the unit's subordinates and where are they located?

What is the unit's superior HQ and where is it located?

What is the nationality of the troops?

(2) Enemy supplies: When you are reporting on enemy military supplies,

try to get the answer to the following questions. They are arranged

in order of importance:

Where is there an enemy supply dump?

What is in it?

Haw big is it?

How much is in it?

Haw is it guarded?

How many buildings in it, how big and what kind?

Are more things coming into it or going out? How much?

Are things coming in by rail Or by truck?

What is the name of the dump (unit designation)?

Are there underground Storage facilities or earth revetments?

Is it susceptible to air bombardment?
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(3) Enemy troop movements: When you are reporting on enemy troop
movements always try to find out the following things which are

arranged in order of what is most important to know:

Which way are they moving?

Are the troops moving as a unit or as .a group of individuals?

How are they moving? (If as a unit try to find out the things.

.listed in paragraph 1.)

How old are the troops?

Do they have their equipment with them?

Where did they come from?'

Where are they going?

Who is in charge of them?

How is their morale and discipline?

(4) Enemy air fields: When you are reporting on enemy air fields

always try to get the following information:

What are the designations of the unit or units on the field?

How many airplanes do they have and what type?

If fighters, how many guns and what type, if bombers, what kind of bombs?

Are the aircraft equipped with radar?

Do they fly combat missions or training?

If training, what kind (formatpm, single aircraft practicing landing, etc.)?

• What condition is the field in? Have any improvements been made in it?

Where are the fuel and ammunition dumps?

Does the field have radar?"
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1. Enclosed herewith are the translation of the timeplans and specific
instructions of Kibitz 15 'to his team 118. For the sake of simplicity
the references to specific enclosures which were made in columns to
the right of the material and the tables of contents, which are largely
identical, have been omitted. The use of a chart-form has for this
purpose been also discarded.

2. As we well know, 15 is very prolific with his native tongue and reads
like Thomas Mann writing a scientific essay. He also has a certain
spontenaeity in his writing which makes lively and interesting reading, .
but at the same time is repetitious and often contradictory. To put
this into corresponding English I have tried to preserve as many of
his words as possible without being too thickly German, and to be
colloquial whenever he is.

3. I feel that a translation of his work should indicate as much as
possible how he writes and thinks, so I have insofar as possible
retained his Satsbau and the fragmentary phrases so that the reader
will have an Taz—a how the original is written.

4. When he states in his preface that he "had the impression that (he)
didn't like it any more," he had a brainstorm. This material does
need revision, because it is in places contradictory and unclear.
Also, his instructions as to the retrieving of signal plans and
radio set do not exactly jibs with our present VULTURE plans as
I understand them.

5. I do not believe that printed or standardised instructions should be
issued to the jokers, because they will not only assume that there
are many teams and that they are a drop in the bucket, but it will
make for a certain loss of the personal touch which these instructions
do have.

6. These comments are not intended to deride this plan, but are criticisms
which occurred to me as I worked on it. On the whole his instructions
are quite valid . and demonstrate a remarkable understanding of operations
for on0,4p,,appa;!ently has not been specifically trained in the specific
point*Orthisli410.. r.;
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1. The style is inconsistent: at some points the author

indulges in highflown political dialectics supposedly based on

pure logic, at others he waves the flag madly while calling for

'higher, multilateral' etc union of European peoples. All this is

mutually contradictory and thoroughly confusing, but probably

designed to appeal ad to all political shadings among his cohorts.

2. The emphasis oi destruction of telltale papers is well taken,

in view of the German penchant for reducing everything to writing.

The author, on the contrary, seems to have no qualms about keeping

voluminous files on much material which could easily be passed by

word of mouth.

3. The BEI briefs, while being cited as representing only a

general orientation, are tremendously detailed. They also wander

quite far afield at some points;(eg,(1) of Enclosure 10 (Transport

and Communications): "What ports, moles and docks are being improved,

strengthened?). This is rather odd in view of the constant theme of

the entire folder, is, coverage of men* the central Schwaben-Bayern

area.

4. Briefing for steps to be taken in recruitment of radio

operators, contact with cotriers, etc, is much too vague. Be mention

is made of passwords, recognition and danger signals, intr—group

communication, etc.

5. No A-7, 1-6 or equivalent evaluation system for reports is

apparent.

6. No mention is made of safe houses, escape and evasion chains

or routes (with exception of brief note on 'helicopter pickup' of Germans

who may be of villa to the Russians) or air drops.
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1. We have scanned the subject material rather hurriedly and nor
state that we agree most definitely with the strictures nods by C-

on *Page A.*

2. Curiously4 the ecbjeot material which looks like a crest jumble
at firct, those a great deal of talent and even a realistic. appreciation
of many of the things that stay-behinds have to knows do and avoid. If the
suAleat materiel were to be cleaned up bY a professional and tailored to
the needs of the various members of the teams some 25% of wheat could be
separated out of the 75% of chaff. Mere specifically:

(a) Re enclosure 1: Could be out down to size and leave something
useful. We can just see the kind of German to whom KIBITZ-15
appeals thertim

(b) Re enclosure 21 *

(c) Re enclosure 3: *
	

a

(d) Rs enclosures 4 through 12: These should be re-edited so as
to make it clear to the recipients that it consists of several
phases - elimentary training in the basic precept:: of observa..
tion; alimentary methods of distinguishing been trivial,
usefol and really important intelligence; and instructions
against reporting the trivial by VIT or the useful unless no
more important intelligence is available for sending. The
way these enclosures are erittens they are likely to ado-
load rather than lead the recipients in the fundamentals
of selection and evaluation)

!!!,:17 ,.7 1^..! 1.1



(a) He lebelassuree 13, 14 161 We are in no position to pass
celtbsse in view of our lack of knowledge of the identi.
ties and backgrounds of the individuals to ebom they
are addreseedt

(f) Re enclosure 151 This pears to be operational informs-
Um concerning the	 ers of the team referred to in
Your cover letter;

(g) Re enclosure 171 The map reading code may be ell right if
it is intended to save time or space. It could be clamorous
if it is intended to caseeflage the locations1 since it Mgr
be assumed that this aspect of the code could be broken ex.
tremely aesilY1

(h) Re. enclosure ltfe Concerns reports writing and is a fair job
for an amateur, No doubt Washington could improve on this.

3 ,1 neve and there Enriz4.5 me brought in not just ohaff but down.
right dangerous ideas and concepts. The one that strikesus As most absurd
concerns the instruction to the recipients to seek out individuals for
denial to the enesty t Mane of a "haliaaPtarie " e inagina that ZACACTUS
must be ierkittgen the general subject of removing important documents
and bodies by Plane — Probably by the hook and wire method. but find
the notion that one could use a helicopter and in this type of context
betrays &strong element of naivete in the mahe.up of KIBIT7-15,

I. AtIttrikee us that Krarrz.,45 could be turned into a, valuable
asset ethe stey.behind program if he were to be given a 60.90 der
training course in the various fundamental subjects concerning the
business,* The ideal place for such training would be in the U.S. and
we suggest that you query Fne as to the chances that futilities for
this sort of thing would be set up in the coarse of 1952*

-)
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SHUT ill This file is Top . Secret, under the provisions -of

law. Keep it in a secure place. No other person is authorized to know

of it or where to find it. When in danger of any •kind, it is to be com-

pletely destroyed by burning. Always remember that the compromise of .

this file would threaten your life and the lives of pour comrades, and

delay the freedom. of your people. 	 IJI —OP SUM JIJ
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Time Plan

Time : Now 

1. The accompanying overall plan and the radio will be given to you
in a case filled with medicines. Secure handling is recommended.

2. A Ietter concerning the location of these things will be given to
you. This letter contains instructions dealing with the attack
which by that time will have been launched. Open only when an
attack from the East has actually taken place.

3. This missing sign* plan, as well as all the necessary radio material,
remain at the home of the author. Successor in the affair has
instructions to deliver the sealed package located in the safe to
you, having no indication of the nature of the contents.

4• If, contrary to expectation, the material is not delivered to you
by this means, have one of your co-workers pick it up at house
45 (Winter), in Rupp's neighborhood.

Time : D1-;Day	 You will have all necessary materials in your possession, i

1. A Leitz folio with five enclosed folders, giving plans of activity
for yourself and your collaborators.

2. A complete radio set in a metal container, with spare parts, etc.

3. A complete signal plan with all necessary materials.
4. Medicines for your unrestricted use.

Your mission is clear from the first day:

You,_or an_absolutelz reliable man charged with the task bzzou,_ _
must_provide the defense against the East with constant orientation,
within the framework of the rerortingrlan accompanying the radio 
set.

Only by being thoroughly informed can we conduct and successfully
conclude a war with the East.

To be done: 1. Acknowledge.receipt of your copy of the file (Enclosure 25).

2. Please sign the secrecy agreement (Enclosure 24).

3. Keep both available, in the event a courier visits you to claim them.
With him you can discuss details and clarify any matters as required.

4. At that time it might be opportune to discuss:
a) storing of the radio 'set,
b) state of training and availability of the radio operator,
c) first reporting day, if not already passed,
d) points worthy of attention on the basis of hostilities up to

that time.
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Time Plan contld)

e) thorough discussion of the mission
f) consideration of Enclosures 14 and 15, after which

both are to be destroyed immediately
g) Any further questionsil It will be your last chance to ask them

5. And now you t re on your own: Independent and authoritative leader in
an important post, and from now an sharing the responsibility for,
and helping to shape, the prosperity or misery of people and hdtmeland.

Always keep this in mind, and ask yourself every evening: Have I
fulfilled my duty today to the 7atherland and our people? How have
I hurt the enemy?

6. Now hide everything so well that not even an Ivan can find it'

Familiarization:	 (D--Day plus 8-14)

1. You now have your first impression of Ivan. Get used to him!'

2. Don't forget: you must obtain a good position with him, you old
Communist.

3. Now remove file 118 from your folder and work on the schedule.
Page 1: when all is clear and settled, Burn.
Pages 2 and 3: take care of and remove. When the points are
settled, Burn. And so forth.

4. Go through Enclosure 13 with reference to existing conditions.
rhiftil Enclosure 13 and the remainder of the Time Plan.

5. Your greatest concern is, and will remain, the recruitment and
welfare of your radio operator. Help him whereever and Whenever
you are alitie

6. Work through the plan systematically. MY suggestion:
a) first the general orientation portions: . Enclosures 1,2,3,4.
)) then your special instrUctions: Enclosures 12,13,14,15.
c) the general question fields: Enclosures 5-11. (always of interest)
d) the tasks proposed for your co —workers are important in determin-

ing your decisions. Enclosure 16.
e) and finally, train yourself with the aid of Enclosures 1$ and 18.

It will definitely lighten your working efforts.

7. Don't collect incriminating evidence. Ivan is looking' If not already
done, burn the organizational sketch at the front of the file, as
well as Enclosures 14 and 15.

8. Then, when you have taken care .of everything else, go through the
whole business again from the beginning in order to obtain the complete
picture.

Be generous with 4.4 seems to be superfluous -- Burn it.
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Time Plan (cont'd)

Instructions!! for Radio Operator: (D plus approximately 3-4 weeks)

1. Using all possible security precautions, check the operator's
orientation and suitability. If you have only scanty igformation on
him, wait a week or so.

2. If he proves to be suitable, go through the appropriate files with
him. Conduct regular instructions, satisfy yourself that he has
complete mastery of the material required and that he fully understxds
his job.

3. Unpack the radio, again satisfying yourself that he is fully capable
of servicing and operating it.

4. Divide the weapons and ammunition between yourselves.

5. The money enclosed with the signal plan is to be equally divided
three ways: to you personally, to the operator, and for unforseen
emergencies, bribes, payoffs, etc, as required.
If you should decide to operate by other methods, divide the money
as you see fit.
Remember that this money is not a payment, but an emergency fund to
assist you in your work. iblfilled duty is your payment - and after
fulfilled duty, material and idealistic reimbursement are surely yours.

6. The radio materials are to be given to the operator. (Radio material chest).

7. The set and other radio materials are to be hidden separately, and
• moved as often as feasible. The set must also be quickly available

when needed.

8. Now, observing the greatest possible security, let your operator work
with the set in conjunction with the other materials. Take tare that
he always knows the following exactly:

a) times of transmission
b) sending and receiving frequencies 	 (Signal Plan)
c) appropriate codes.

9. When he has advanced that far, determine the day on which you will
make your first radio contact (followin g the signal plan), as well
as the meeting place for the preparation and encoding of your reports.

After About 25 Days (first contact establishment),:

L. Prepare your reports in advance. Bncode them completely and determine
order of transmission.

2. Send your first report according to the signal plan. (Base station
will stand by for reception after D plus 14).

3. When you have once made contact, do not let it break off again until

the final liberation of our people and our country.
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Time Plan (contld)

4. Insofar as possible, convince yourself of the accuracy of all reports,
rumors, etc. Check as well as you can that the things you hear
are factual, so that the most exact reports possible may be forth-
coming.

5. Practice reports compsotion, make the utmost profitable use of all
transmission times.

6. Decide on the basis of the situation whether the radio operator is
to work alone, in your presence, or in the presence of a collaborator
chosen by you.

After One or Two Months (choosing collaborators):

1. By now you have acclimated yourself to prevailing conditions.
Nevertheless, be careful. A false sense of security will throw.
you off your guard.

2. In peacetime we selected other persons as being suitable for our
work. Are they still suitable today???

3. Consider this question carefully and do not answer it lightly. Too
much depends on it.

4. When you are convinced that you need someone, and believe that you
have found the right person, determine:

a) for what duty is he needed?
b) What will be his exact function?

5. Take your co-worker file out and adapz it to this function. In it
leave only matters pertaining to the specific job. Burn everything
else. (Piles 151, 152, 153).

6. Brief him on the basis of the file; go over his assigned mission, the
enclosures which pertain to his activity, and map reading, thoroughly.

7. Check again the things you entrust to him. The less.A the better.

8. Once again - you alone make the choice of taking in other personnel.
The names I provide are merely suggestions.

9. Finailky, you alone can decide whether you are in Complete control of
the operation, or whether you have discovered an outstanding man who
can better dedicate himself to the task at hand. You decidell

Always remember:

1. You stand on your own feet and operate independently.

2. In this position you share responsibility for the fate of our people.



3. Your responsibility is greats Treat nothing as if it were in fun.

4. Your mission can only be accomplished with deliberation and caution.
The resulting tedium is part of the bargain. For remember,

5. lfew reports are better than none at all.

Other Important Points: 

1. Check all paper and supporting documents for superfluous material.

2. Burn everything that is unnecessary.

3. When our traffic is flowing, it is to be hoped that, aside from the
maps and radio material, nothing else will be of importance.

4. Then will be the time to burn everything else. Remember: "Pirl
Doesn't Talk" /1

The future and the freedom of our people obligate the entrusting of this
mission to you, known to us as an unshakable boulder. Our trust in
you is boundless.
Therefore: "Porwarda Ae_Always8J1

Now, to the new task:

Good hunting and Tallyho J/



Enclosure 1

Always Think of This And  Act Accordingly

FUNDAMENTALS 

You are a member of a great fellowship, which has dedicated itself to

achieving and maintaining the freedom of our homeland and people.

Always remember that.

Every error, every false step on your grt threatens the safety and life

of yourself, your family and your comrades. But not only this: Thought-

lessness or indiscretion on your part could destroy our mission, our

objectives, and all that has already been accomplished. As a result, you,

your comrades,-and all who come after us could enter into eternal servitude

and slavery.

Therefore always hold the following points in view. Above all, tan care in

conversation. Act accordingly and check youself daily to see if you

have followed them minutely:

1. Silence

2. Don't Be Communicative

3. Be Distrustful

4, Be Deliberate; Act With Prudence

5. Don't Collect Incriminating Material

6. Loyalty and Comradeship Are Your Highest Honor:

Ask yourself today and every day until we have attained our objective:

"Have I observed the six fundamentals?*

I Always Thing of This and Act Apcordingly 1 



Enclosure 2

Always Think of This and Act Accordingly I 

Closely examine the six'fundamentals which are set forth on the previous
page. They say much/

1. Silence	 :

Not even your wife, father or best friend may know that you are also
working on other tasks for our ideals. Never say anything to them.
They will disturb you and your work, and certainly will not remain
silent.

2. Don't Be Communicative 	 :

Not only vis—a—vis foreigners and strangers. No/I Even your comrades
aad co—workers may not know more of your affairs than is necessary for
them in their work.

3. Be Distrustful

Tour supposed best friend can also be a traitor. Perhaps you were
careless and a close friend was placed on your trail as an informer.
Trust no one/ You can't read minds.

4, Be Deliberate: Act With Prudence 

Every statement and any unusual behavious could betray you. Reflect
on every word and action. Think things through before you begin and
be prepared to deal with the consequences.

5. Don't Collect Incriminating Material 	 :

Every, piece of paper, even the smallest, could make you a traitor.
When you have finished an assignment, do away with everything — paPere,
tools, etc — that you no longer need. Burn it and satisfy yourself that
the last remnants are taken care of.

6. Loyalty and Comradeship Are Tour Highest HonorJ

Our work requires good men. It cannot be done alone. Together We will
achieve all. Tour co-workers your comrade is therefore your most prized
possession. Help him however and wherever you can.

And if xou are discovered, prefer death to betraying a comrade 



Anclosure j

OUR OBJECTIVE 

A...united, free and equal Germany in a united EuropeL member of a Peaceful

world without fear of oppression or want in any form. 

••■•••••■•■••■■•••■

We love our people and , their way of life. We have committed ourselves
with the last fiber of our hearts to the preservation of this way of
life. Only in it can we live and work happily and freely for our Own
progress and that af all mankind.

Our awn experience of recent years compels us to dissolve the narrow
framework which has heretofore encompassed our thinking. • In an age of
rockets and atomic devastation our narrow national borders are ecOnom-

. ically, as well,as politically, outmoded.. A leaning toward a greater,
actually existing union is therefore indispensible.

Por almost 2,000 years our people, as most European peoples, have belonged

to the occidental—Christian cultural community. As an unfortunate
consequence of the power politics interests of individual ruling families
and of opposing ideas and nationalistic, narrowminded motives on the -
part of the people, this community has never led the way to political
unity. While Europe mangled herself during centuries of national ware,
large areas in the rest of the world banded together politically and
today speak with the voice of authority to. the entire world. It is,

finally time that the new young blood of all Europe work together to
strengthen the political unity of the old continent. We feel ourselves
to be an active part of this movement.

Europe is the mother of the white inhabitants of all the Earth — of
almost all of the North American and Australian populations, as well
as of the leading segments of the populations Of South America and
South Africa.

They are children of Europe and therefore Children of the occident, a
constituent part of the west in their spiritual and moral concept of
life.

With regard to the known, monstrous danger from Asia, which today controls
more than half of mankind, we appeal earnestly to a higher, spiritual,
economic and political unity of these occidental peoples on the level
of the UN or a multilateral, expanded Atlantic Pact.

We do not hate the peoples of the East. Nevertheless, their system of
unconditional control of will and thought, and of absence of
social, economic, political, and particularly personal, freedom is
foreign and incompatible to us. We fear their clear intention of
subjecting all of mankind to this system, and we are compelled in
sheer preservation to band together with the free peoples of the Earth .
to combat it will all means at out disposal.



EnclOsure 3 (contld)

Only in a western, occidental world are the hypotheses for freedom
in equality advanced. In it we wish to live and let live.

The East is arming and is preparing an all-encompassing revolution.
This is always destructive. We, as parts and membdrs of a development
of centuries, desire a further development, an evolntion for all Man-
kind, based on historic, cultural, economic, social and civilized
achievement.

Thus our first goal can only be: A united, free and eaual

Germagr in a united Europe, member of a peaceful world without 

fear of oppression or want in any. form. 

Committing oneself to labor for this freedom, unity and equality is
well requited. We want to, and 1#11l, work for it, since:

"Our Life Belongs Only To freedom". 



Enclosure 4

Our Way to the Objective

"Our Life Belongs Only To lreedoe

Was this not the final inference of 'our HObjectiTe".? And yet the

Russian is still here and the contrail is in reality coming into being.

Righti You want to fight against it. Do it with your mouth or pocket -

knife and a shot in the back of the heard or Siberia is a sure thing

for youl Be smart this timell Work with the new authorities, follow

their instructions and simply lead your normal life. At the same time:

113	 See all	 ,	 -Hear all	 SAY nothing 14 

and inform your comrades, who are preparing for your liberation in the

West, of all that is known to you which is of importance to them in the

preparation for liberation and the achievment of our objective.

And that would be:

1. What changes are being made in the field of Government and Politics?

2. What economic regulations are in effect? What industrial plants are
in operation? Does the money have buying power?

3. What new propaganda themes are being spread?

4. What mistakes are being encountered in the handling of the people?
What former' policies are now considered to be outmoded, and What is
being regarded as pleasant innovation?

5. Are there any well known politicians or significant scientists,
engineers or construction specialists in your area whose work could
be of importance for the enemy?

6. Transportation, Commerce? ihat is going where on the roads railroads,
the Danube, tributary streams, in the air?

7. Military? Movements, troops, weapons, airfields, camps, training, staffs,
officers, military construction, morale, passwords, etc/???

In particular:
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s  in the fields of Government and Politic
The following questions are check points for your reports. Observe )
(changes and innovations, reporting only that which is of significance)

1. General Questions on Government, etc

a) What radical changes are being or have been made?
b) How . were mayors, county councilmen, Land presidents, etc treated?

Where are they? What was done to officials and administration
employees?

c) How are the government posts now occupied? Where do the mayors,
cabinet personnel, etc, come from?

d) Was anything changed in the governmental organization? How does
the administration function? Are the new officials corruptible?

e) Who directs the administration? Germans or Russians?
f) What became of the police? Who took over their functions?
g) Who is in jail? How are conditions there?
h) What has become of the courts and judges?
i) Who administers the courts? Judges? Who delivers decisions?
k) What are conditions in the finance offices? Is anything known

regarding a new tamlaw?
1) How were land and property registration offices effected?
m) Effect on labor, building, agricultural, street traffic and

business offices?
n) What is known about other offices and officials?

2. General Questions on Internal Politics, Party Conditions, Press, etc

a) Pate of the political parties? Of registered members/ Of party officials?
b) What party activity is allowed?
c) What unification measures are being propagandiztd by the Communist

party? What ordered?
d) Do newspapers appear regularly? Which ones?
e) Are outspoken non-communist opinions permitted to be published in

the papers?
f) How did it go with the editors of formerly noncommunist papers?
g) How are different segments of the population being treated, ie,

farmers, handicraft workers, store employees, tecUnicians, officials,
disabled veterans, pensioners, priests, teachers, etc?

3. General Political Questions (also see "Propaganda"

a) In comparison with earlier Red propaganda, is a new political
pOlicy recognizable?

b) Which nations are most often priised in word and print, which are
being courted, which excused? Which, in their own power sphere,
are most often attacked?

c) Are any new motives noticeable in comparison with former press and
radio propaganda?

d) Is there anything in the field of foreign affairs which is being
passed from mouth to mouth while not being heard on the radio? Are
rumors prevalent?
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•	 Economic and Industrial .Questions 

(The following questions are only points of guidance for your reports.
Observe only changes and modifications which are actually in effect,
reporting only that which is of significance.)

1. General Economic questions

a) What economic changes are being made?
b) Has there been any deprivation of property or change of ownership?
c) What firms had to close?
d) What grounds have been given for these closures?
e) What has happened to the banks and saving institutions?'
f) Have banking enterprises been merged or consolidated?
g) What has happened to savings and bank debts?
h) Is credit still extended? lor What purposes?
1) What is the purchasing power of the DM? Is it constant?
It) What is the most sought after means of payment? Exchange?
1) How much do bread , potatoes, meat, lard, eggs and vegetables cost?
m) What steps are being taken toward economic revival?
n) What economic needs and restrictions can be determined? What material

is particularly sought after? What foodstuffa are lacking, are being
produced?

2. questions Regarding Agriculture, Handieraft, Commerce am'. Stores

a) What changes are being made in these branches of the economy?
b) Are farmers subject to compulsory planting and cattle farming

regulations? Of what kind?
c) Are machine unions required?
d) What are price and marketing regulations as applied to farmers?
e) What agricultural produces are being stored? Where?
f) What new jobs to the sundry commercial firms have to fulfill?
g) What commercial warehouses are being erected? Where?
h) Has the handicraft industry acquired new table to be done? Which?

3. Industrial questions

a) Which industrial plants are again in operation?
b) Which plants have been closed or moved?
c) Have any plants been consolidated? Machinery exchanged?
d) Have any particular manufacturinp branches become particularly

important?
e) What is being manufactured, and where? What innovations? Where?
f) Where have personnel changes and exchange of technical workers appeared?
g) What new industries are being built? Where?
h) What new industries are planned? What is being talked about?
i) Have the top directors and engineers remained in their jobs?
k) What other recent industrial information is known?
1) Plans and formulas of all and every industry could be decisive in

our fight for liberation. Work at HI
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Propaganda and Population Influence Quest/ode 
(These questions can only serve as points of reference. In this field no
precise questions can be posed, inasmuch as it covers all fields of
public life. Observe only chAnges and modifications. From them future
intentions of all types may be deduced.)

I. Orientation Questions of a Technical Nature:

a) What appears to you to be the particular characteristics of the new
propaganda, le, in method and content?

b) Name the propaganda and news sources which are know *o you, ie, a•
certain newspaper, a particular official authority, etc.

c) Using examples, distinguish the difference between propaganda lines
spread by means of radio and press as opposed to those passed by
word of mouth.

d) Review the effectiveness of radio, the press, meetings, pamphlets,
placards, loud speakers, open air films and weekly neve films as
propaganda media.

e) Where are new radio stations being built; Where is other propganda-
serving work being done?

It is a valued principle of dictators to constantly loose a very few char
defined propaganda theses on the people, until such time as the last in-
habitant of the remotest village must believe in their truth. Every chart,
or modification in propaganda lines, therefore, must have a bearing on
some proposed change in foreign or domestic politics, or in the economic,
military and various other fields.

II. Observe therefore the motives discernible in the following points:

a) What strikes you as being a change or modification of propaganda
presentation, of press articles, of what is being spoken about?

b) What is being praised, what is anathema, What is being criticized?
c) What concessions are being made to one nationality at the expense

of others; to one class at the expense of the others?
d) What concessions are being made to' the German public in the questions

of the Oder-Niesse line, the Saar, and the western border?
e) What appears more in the propaganda which is tailored for Germany:

1. Panslavism (union of all slavic peoples) under Russian leadership?
2. The european mission of Russia for the liberation of the working

classes from servitude to western capitalism, with the aim of a
united Europe - later Europe and Asia (Eurasia) - under Russian
leadership?

3. The world mission of Russia for the liberation of the working
classes from capitalism - international (bolshevik) revolution?

4. The German-Russian brotherhodd for the construction of an economic
and military potential superior to that of the decadent West?

5. A union of oppressed nationa (Germany, Russia, Japan) banded
together, at war the the West, with joi** world domination as
its aim?

In connection with these points, also see Enclosure 8.
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Questions Regarding Treatment of the Population
(The points discussed in Enclosure 7 have much in common with the matters
to be dealt with here. Note that they also apply thoroughly to this
section; above all note changes and modifications. They are of significant
aid in determining further enemy intentions.)

In the following, always determine the difference between:

What was the official intention?
What is the actual situation?

a) How is the indigenous population to be treated?
1. Are they to be weaned away from their previous loyalties by

gentle persuasion and won over as sincere friends?
2. Are they to be compelled by force and/or fear to become

complaisant members of the new order, or
3, Are they to be regardid as enemies, to be dealt with or left

alone as seen fit?
b) What is regarded by the people and pleasant, as new and pretty?
0) What is looked upon as ridiculous and outmoded? What in previous

human life can they no longer understand?
d) Name the points which brought friends to the new system. Name the

events which caused this system to lose its sympathizers?
e) What effect does permanent party and military influence have on the

morale and attitude of the people?
f) Which class, race and peoples is/are regarded and treated as friendly,

which as enemy?
g) What is being done to or with formIr German professional soldiers,

veterans of the war with Russia, police members, eastern refugees,
former Nazi and SS, etc, members? With their dependents?

h) Which class is being obviously catered to? Which is threatened with
force?

i) How are the various younger age groups faring?
j) Fate of the various religious groups; churches, clergy, other installation
k) What has been the effect on welfare organizations; on their hospitals,

resorts and other physical plants?
1) In what form have youth, hiking, sport, singing and social organizations

continued to function?
m) What type of clubs and other group activities is forbidded? Is supported?

Has been changed?
n) Imagine once the unpleasant circumstances resulting from occupation

and war in all aspects of public and private life -- try to determine
what the people lack, what they particularly miss.
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Who And What Can Be Of Use To the Enemy 

1. Important scientists, noted Construction personnel, top engineers and
architects, industrial coordinators and other types of experts have an
importance for the enemy which cannot be overlooked.
They can effectively help him with new inventions, solution of economic
and other technical problems, and with the development of new production
methods.

2. Specialists such as surgeons, medical specialists, meteorologists, geol-
ogists, botanists, chemists, etc., key railroad personnel, boat pilots,
etc. and their representatives could prove to be of utmost assistance
to the enemy.

3. Well known politicians, important clergyment, popular sportsmen, governmemt
officials, doctors, teachers, etc., who were formerly non-communist
but become seduced by their propaganda into declaring themsel**1,741ththe
enemy, can thus provide more water for the propapanda mill and aid in
influencing the general pdpulation.

4. Well known, outstanding and popular soldiers, highly valued officers,
ptlots, submarine captains and recognized inftantry and tank officers
could serve him by dint of their previous military status, and increase
his influence by openly avowing his cause.

Note the people in your area who could be of use to the enemy and ask yoursel:

a) Who can be of use to the enemy? How does he profit?
b) Is he who helps the enmy actually for or against him?
c) Does he work under pressure or out of fear for himself and his people;

does he make himself available for enemy propaganda emtloitation and
influencing of the population on these grounds, or does his cooperation
reflect an actual conversion to their political ways?

d) Can you discreetly approach him, or do you have contact with him
through other persons?

e) DO you think you could get him to agree to leave the country by means
of an aerial pickup (Uelicopter) at a certain time and place?

f) Assuming your friends could place an airplane at your disposal, could you
with discretion arrange the details of such a flight; ie, choose a
landing field, provide armed security for the landing,brief personnel
concerned, pick up and deliver the evacuee to the proper place, etc?

g) If he is for the ens* or is suspect of too thorough collaboration, think
of other means of eliminating him:

1. Denounce him anonymously or through a middleman on the basis of
former anti-enemy activity.

2. Again anonymously or through other persons, denounce him with the use
of imaginary private or public scandal. We know from experience that
the new masters seize on that kind of thing.

3. Spread rumors of concentration camp or other damaging activity on
his part.

4. Threaten him against further collaboration by the use of anonymous
letters of different types.

5. Use any possible means of doing away with an enemy collaborator.
Ii) What goods, valuables and provisions are of profit to the enemy? Where?

Do not forget, in war the method is unimportant. Only harming the enemy is
of any worth - in any way and wherever I dan 11
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Transportation and Communications Questions 

From the comings and goings of means of transportation, economic, industrial
and, above all, military intentions and trends can be given a timely evaluation
Internal German small supply transport is not of interest. Once agains note
particularly changes and innovations

in the type of goods dispatched
in the means of their transportation
in the reason for their being shipped
in the origin of the goods.

In each of the following explanatory points, ask:
What? With what? Whence? 	 Whither?

a) What is moving on the roads? On the railroads? What is being shipped
on the Rhine and its tributaries? What do you know concerning air tranpor
Where do the goods concerned come from? Where are they going? Where
are they unloaded and stored? Where did they come from? Where are they
going?

b) If the transports are guarded, how strong and by whom? Are raids on
such vehicles known to have occurred? Large thefts?

c) Where are the large camps and depots of the individual transportation
channels? What is stored there?

d) Where are central locating points for large trucks, locomotives, rail
transport material, transport aircraft, ships and small boats? Normal
quantity?

e) Where are means of transport being maintained? Where are reds and rail-
roads being improved?

f) Where are secondary roads or paths being strengthened or paved? Where
are new roads, road section and non-through roads being constructed?

g) Where has a new road sign been eredted? Wording?
h) Where are major roads, forest thoroughfares and routes through villages

established for the use of convoys? Where are the signs indicating such
routes?

i) Where is new railroads construction, improvement of railroad station's,
switch installation, improvement and enlargement of loading ramps, clearin
of seldom used ramps, and building of approach ramps taking place?

j) Where do freight ships and small boats receive"drydock service?
k) Where are bridges being cleared to permit through river traffic? Where

is any increased dredging work taking place?
1) What ports, moles and docks are being improved, strenghtened?
m) Where are new cranes being mounted? What do they carry?
n) What airfields are being repaired, lengthened, built? How long is the

runway? Where are the runways being strengthened with pavement? Where
are aircraft warning lights, landing lights, etc, being constructed? With
what type of aircraft is freight being carried, what do they carry, where
are they stationed? How many are there?

o) Where is a pipeline, ie, a fuel conduit system, being built?
p) Where and  how are transportation routes being  camouflaged against oberva-

tion from air and ground 
0 Between what points are cable or telephone lines being installed?

Where are radio stations, pdlice or news transmitters? Do you know
their purpose, strength, frequency or wavelength, time of transmission?
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Military Qpestioas 

It is impossible to provide questions other than of a general nature in
this section. Proceed On the following basis: everything that the enemy
does is connected in some way with impending or planned developments in
the war. Therefore military matters are of utmost significance.
It is impossible to overestimate the necessity of absolutely accurate
reporting in this field. The more exact the report, the more precise is
the resulting overall picture which serves as a foundation for subsequent
offensive and counter measures. Three groups of example questions follow,
in order of their importance.

Grout I is of more laportance and significance than all material that we
have covered up to this pint. Concentrate on these_points, to the extent 
that_your knowledgg of them will adtquately serve zpur sRecific station. 

a) What is known of new weapons? What is rumored among the troops, among
the population? What has been made known officially?

b) Are any rocket launching Sites known? Where are rockets (V1, V2) stored?
c) Where are airfields for long range bombers and other wide range aircraft?

those. with the capability of remaining aloft 30 to 40 hours?
d) Where are atomic weapons — bombs, grenades and the like A stored?
e) Where has any group of special troops appeared, le, a detachment seg-

regated from other troops and from the population? (A large body of
police usually accompanies such units.)

f) Where are any military scientific research or operational staffs located?
Is there any talk of cosmic rays, is, space rays? Where is there discus-
sion of bacterial diseases and their dissemination by use of weapons?
Where is work being done in the chemical warfare field, is, pulmonary,
nervous and/or contact poisoning systems? Where is glaciation or freezing
being discussed? Where is talk of other types of weapons derived
from the fission of energy? Where is there talk of new anti—aircraft
methods, such as the use of rays, rockets, acoustically self—guided missiles,
etc? What is being said about tanks being propelled by atomic power or
water? Where is anything heard regarding new direction—finding equipment,
guided missiles, radar—radio installations, acoustically or radio controlled
rockets and aircraft? What of things generally that are new and unknown to you

g) Are there troops or equipment anywhere which have to do with the things
mentioned in f) above?

h) Can you recognize strategic staffs of an army or air force; ie, those
headed by a General of the Army, by an air force Gen%al, by a Colonel
General, or by a Marshal? Determine the exact designation of the staff,
the name of its chief, and its location,

1) Where can a concentration of materiel or troops be recognized? Where are
Where are long columns of military goods and various types of weapons being
transported? Where unloaded?
What wooded areas are occupied by troops? What kind of troops? Are
approximate number of tanks and weapons and extent of rations known?

k) What is known concerning open or defeated mutinies among the troops? Of
population uprisings at or behind the front?
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Bnclosure 11 (conttd)

a) Where is any staff which is headed by a General? Name, nature and
description of the troop unit concerned, the staff, the General?

b) Where are the staffs of armored, infmantry and rocket divisions
located? Where the troops? Where the armament?

c) Where are paratroop and airborne ground troop units? Armament?
Where are their air transport units? How many?

d) Where are other troop staffs ? What unit? What strength? What armament?
Nationality of officers and men?

e) Where are bomber, attack and fighter aircraft installations? How
many , machines? Is this constant?

f) Where are central supply points? Where and how are foodstuffs stored?
Is the packing gas pro6f? Where is fuel stored? Where are railroad tank
cars and tankers unloaded? Where are munitions ana bomb depots? Where
is chemical, gas and bacterial ammunition stored? Where are rockets
stored? Where are other munitions and materiel depots located? Where
are aircraft, tank, artillery and other repair shops? Where is engineer
equipment stored? Bridge construction parts? Mines? Fortification
machinery? Building machinery? Dredges? Tools?

g) Where is fortification work being done behind the lines? Where are
bunkers of all types being built?

h) Where are indicated and non-indicated medical installations, such as
gene-al and field hospitals, resort establishments, etc? Where are
specialized hospitals for the treatment of gas, atomic or bacterial
poisoning?

0 Where are enlarged anti-aircraft units being deployed? What is their.
armament? Their nationality? What AA support units are attached, eg,
radar and searchlight troops, other aircraft warning personnel, etc?

k) What do you observe in the field of communications? Large radio stations?
Radio direction finding and radar troops? What telephone circuits are
being used? What postal circuits?

1) Can you procure even the smallest details in the field of radio; eg, con-
cerning frequencies, wave lengths, transmitting strengths, secret codes,
coding devices or methods, etc?

m) What do you know about magnetic direction finding of large masses of
steel? Of measuring by use of light and sound?

n) Try to get an insight into the activities and orientation of the troops.
For what are they trained? What are they practicing? For example: tank
attacks with transported infantry, attacks on towns, attacks through
woods, attacks in the mountains. Utilization of difficult terrain, infil-
tration, envelopment, river fording, crossing mine fields, etc? Recog-
nize what weapons work together, and how the troops are armed. Are the
troops practicing camouflage, fortifications construction, building dummy
installations, use of heavier infantry weapons (hidden or flanking machine
guns, anti-personnel cannon), entrenchment of tanks? Are the troops being
trained in a different manner than before? Can you determine the exact
nature of the change and its significance?

o) Can you ascertain the morale of the officers and men - their attitude
toward communism, toward the west?

Group III is equal in importance to the other fields already treated.

Obtain and report all other military information of significance; everything
that appears to be news, sudden or Changed in troops, armament, training, conduct,
attitudes, etc.
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Enclosure 12

General Comments on Area 118 

Carefully Mine your working maps (Enclosure 22)

Area 118 is located in the center of the Swabian-bavarian high plateau.
Its central point is - as is was earlier - Augsburg.

Examine a map of Germany or Europe, paying particular attention to the
network of roads and railroad lines in southern Germany. You will soon
see the importance of Augsburg and of the line Augsburg-Nuernberg.

The significance of this central location has been reduced by the recent
construction of railroad line and road systems from Munich directly to
the North and East.

Despite this development which centers around Munich, nothing can or will
transpire in the area south of the Main and East of the Black Forest which
cannot be pinpointed as alesult of its crossing (East-West or West-East)
the line Augsburg-Nuernberg, or (North-South or South-North) the line
Guenzberg-Ingolstadt.

No one observed area can play a decisive role in world affairs, However,
the area with which we are concerned has such a central location that any
affairs taking place in southern Germany must make themselves known here.

It can therefore be said with justice that small details and matters of
seemingly secondary importance which are to be observed here have a singu-
lar significance in contributing to evaluation of the general situation.

On the basis of present conditions, particualdr attention is to be given to:

a) Railroad lines	 : Munich-Angsburg-Ulm, Ingolstadt-Gundelfingen-Ulm,
Augsburg-Donauwoerth-Nuernberg.

:. Autobahns Munich-Ulm, Munich-Ingolstadt-Nuernberg
(to that point). Highways Munich-Landsberg-Memmingen,
Munich-Augsburg-Ulm, Ingolstadt-DOnauwoerth-Ulm,
Augsburg-Donauwoerthyfternberg.

: MAN Augsburg, Keller & Knappisch, Osram, Messerschmidt,
textile industry (all Augsburg). Wagon construction
Donauwoerth, Dechtreiter-Baeumenheim, Koedel & Boehm -
Lauingen, Siemens-Meitingen. Lech-Chemie, Gersthofen, etc.

Thus you can see : Your area is importantl What happens here must be
reported. It will serve the final liberation of
your people and your homeland!
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haimmAlt of Chief TrooP 118,

Honored Doctor!

You have been committed to the good of Germany for many decades. You were
an activist in the best sense of the word. From the corps of chasseurs,
you overcame the burden of the second war and surmounted the terrible events
of the immediate postwar period. You are finished with it all, and are
now beginning your life over again.

You have tremendous numbers of contacts and influence, and you are held in
great esteem. Receive as an indication thereof, your being entrusted with the
knowledge of the task now laid before you, and your being requested to conduct
it to its successful conclusion. It is completely up to you whether you wish
to take command personally or relinquish it to other reliable persons.

You have now digested the foregoing and are informed concerning our desires.
We cannot and will not deny our 2,000 year Western history, without which we
could not have risen to our present form and substance. We are children of
the occident; as the heritage of our forbears, and despite all opposition, .
we will remain so.

We are now in the position of assuming the historic mission of defending our-
-selves against, the last - as our forefathers for the past 2.000 years have
been before us.

Meihodl change, but not tasks and oblectives.t.

Revolution was the answer in earlier times. Men took to the woods, organizing
uprisings and group guerrilla activities. Today these methods might achieve
a measure of success in less civilized areas. For vs it would be senseless
for both the people and our countryil

We therefore suggest to you the wiser and more cautious methods;
a) Adapt yourself to the ways of the East. Among the boys, be fanatic and

toe the party line: After all, you are such an 'old' communist.
b) At the same time, sabotage every-thing possible. Work alone as much as

possible. Provocation and counter-rumors are sabotage in the best
sense of the word. Also undermining of discipline.

c) But the most important thing is, help the prosecution of the war against
the East, command and guide as our most imrortant man in Swabia.

We have quietly trained the man you suggested as radio operator, and have
prepared a radio set. Make use of both of them.

TOW radioman is mentioned in Enclosure 15 of the plan packed with the set.
Your set is the chest which has been delivered to you containing emergency
medicinal supplies.

It is completely up to you, on the basis of the current situation, to
decide whether to take the persons named in Enclosure 15 under 151, 152 and
153 completely or partially into your confidence. It is your decision to make.

You must become the news phenomenon of Swabia. Re port to me everything of
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interest having a dire4 bearing on the:war,.aS well as things having only
peripheral influence. Tee incised, you report to me personally. It all can
be condensed into: . "The_wor ot_for_the_enevA the best_for_our

Let us discuss a few co ramonplace thin gs: Absolute secrecy vis-a-vis everyone.
There are plenty of gabbers!!

Check over the plan at your leisure; you are not pressed for time. Adapt
it to the present actual situation and improve it as you deem appropriate.

Dirn f t be hasty. Look quietly at the new business; you will have a better
insight into the matter when you actually become a chief activist.

The main thing is that your radio operator stands his ground; otherwise tv
will be out of touch. When conditions are secure, take the radio out of the
chest and go hrough the radio materials with him. He has been trained in
this work and should certainly master it in a short time.

Supervise him to make sure that he is discreet, that he handles the radio
materials in a secure manner, and that he works with them in complete secrecy.
Check to determine that he understands the following radio procedures:

a) Times of transmissions (you always change)
b) appropriate frequencies (you also change) and
c) correct codes (for him to change).

When these preparations have been made, come up on the air about 3-4 months
after D-Day on one of pour assigned signal plan schedules. Believe me, con-
tact will be established. I have already provided for iti

From now on you stand alone and on your own feet, co-responsible for, and co-
decisive in obtaining, the freedom of ourselves and our people.

Report: Better little than nothing at all; we have plenty of time. Only
report important and military information, as well as that which is of a
decisive nature in the conduct of the war.

Let us have your thoughts also. Tell us how and where we can let Ivan have it.
When the operation has been launched, then consider whom you require as
snoopers, informants, reporters, spotters, etc. After checking him, the
appropriate file is to be adapted to him and to his job. He is only to get
what he needs; everything else is to be burned.

You and your radio operator must become one heart, one soul. Do that, and
Germany can leave herself to you. And now, eyes and ears open! Recognize
and report the important1 Main mission: politics, military, railroad, traffic,
supply. You, the north Swabian specialist. Think oe your family for later,
for it will never be your personal damage.

Good luck

Tallyho

The military friend of your house.
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Destroy Immediately After Familiarization 	 Enclosure 14

Radio Orientatien

1. Your radio set and your radio operator give you the only opportunity of
contacting the outside world and hearing from your German friends there.

2. Your radio set is your most precious possession and your operator is your
best friend. You belong completely to them. All must go well with your
operator. He needs good nerves; make sure that he has them. Your set
and materials must be immediately available and yet wonderfully hidden.

3. The most important thing with your set is the signal plan. Only with
this plan does the radio have any value. Among other things, it contains:
a) Transmission times - the time during which someone is listening for you
b) Sending and receiving frequency - the wavelength on which you will

listen and on which you will be hearmd.
c) Codes - the means of camouflaging your reports texts whereby only

your base station can understand them.

4. Transmission time is short - a half hour at the most. It is also on
various days, sometimes thrice, sometimes only once, a month.
a) Your traffic must therefore be short. 750-1000 letters are to be
sent; during this time you will also want to receive messages.
b) In the event you have more than one report, the most important has
priority. Order of precedence: military, traffic, industry, etc.
c) Adhere punctually to the contact schedule. Therefore the reports must
be given to the operator far enough in advance. They must be encoded
without worries about the deadline.

ng
5. You have changeable transmission times, constantly changine sentand

receiving frequencies, and a code which alters itself with every message.
If at all possible, transmit from a different location each time. Your set
Is constructed to operate on all types of electrical power pupplies, even
on an automobliftbatterr.
That is not imposing unnecessary difficulties, but a measure of safety
for you.

Remember! When your radioman Is operating on frequency 800, every person
in the world who in that moment is tuned to 800 can hear him. To keep
such persons from understanding your messages, they are encoded.

But enemy radio direction finders have more interest in you, in your set
and in your materials than they do in the reports. In order to pinpoint
your location, you must be heard simultaneously by 2 or 3 direction finders
which are at least 100 Km removed from each other.

It is practically impossible to do this if you follow your signal plan
exactly. Even if the neighborhood is identified, a fine tooth comb search
must be made to discover you. By that time you will have identified such
searching parties and disappeared.

If you yourself are always suitably cautious and clandestine, it is
unthinkable that you would ever be discovered.

Soa. cTerate accordingly	 for_Germagr_!!



Destroz Immediatelz

5 October 1951
Personnel Qrientation

Flan 8 is composed of an earlier established comradeship. Actual t
specia sts,_ in the sense of the mission at hand, have not been di'

118 . T4xtroop leader is a man of affairs, is held in consi able esteem
and_ s significant influence on his surroundings. 	 dint of
their bsolutely factual and sober content, his re, ts will probably
show h clear understanding of all public and gitary questions.
The plan rill be brought to him. His decisioif1ll determine the
further us of:

151 . Rupp, young f mer, a proven soldier, ab utely discreet, as reliable
as his time wil permit. He will not	 able to contribute much in
the way of his o personal knowledg however he is a good man for
pulling together t vialities and	 ails in a larger working area.
Well known in his ar 	 Good wor i ng possibility for the troop
specialist.

152 . Franz, hunter and poacher, 	 ellent shot. Despite his simplicity
in though and action, he i ool and crafty. Not of too much use
through his own knowledge,	 erception; however he is the very man
for courier and other m'ial t 	 duties. Well suited for guard during
radio transmissions.

153 . Young student, sam4gaame as Number I Unfortunately one of his
eyes has been iniWed. Very amenable 4d perce ptive. In the new
era he may beco well known through ac ring knowledge of various
things vhichre otherwise not too well	 Should a tendency to
becople seden y develop, he would be a sui ble representative for
118. He w	 work alone for months with the ecialist for the pur -
pose of f ther screening and concealment. Th last will be partic -
ularly eful, since this troop is equipped With small pocket radio
set, w eh makes generally for very light work.

171 • Nam of radio operatior not yet finally decided. Fro the number
a ilable, the most quickly prepared and most reliable ill be
pidked.



Enclosure 16-1

Assignment of 13.adio Operator in Team 118 (For Operatpr 178)

Dear Mr. Krauss!

As a wide-awake and ambititious young man, as well as a former sadier in
the Fast, you hardly need be told anything further about these instruction sheets.

At the moment the East is 'sounding off. What can be done about it? We have
to oppose it with every possible means for the simple reasons of race and self-
preservation..

And as an old radio man what could be more simple than to be active again in
our coming secret resistance war as the radio operator of a reliable information-
gathering team.

Terribly much for our native land depends right upon your 100% cooperation.

The greater amount of reports sent from here, the better it will be for your
fellow German fighters who are oriented on the other side, and that much more
intensively can you put yourself in the fight in the interest of your homeland
against the East.

But now in your case it doesn't depend on good intentions alone. The success
or failure of your team members depend upon your judgment, your zeal, and upon
your utmost care.

Then you have borrowed the set as well as Enclosure 13 of your plan, you still
have to exercise the most manifest caution.

The plain facts about radio technics and operating technique are altogether
clear to you. We don't need to talk about that any more.

That you further will be at the side of your old friend N, who is the leader
of thisteam in which you are working, and in all matters help him as best as
possible goes without saying.

But your chief responsibilities consist of other points.:

1. Caution and conttantly changing the hiding place of the set.

2. Constant separation of the radio and signal plans from the set itself.
As you know, you can only work in possession of this. Never let it fall
into enemy hands.

3. 3tick as much as 10:..ible to your signal plan. For only at your times will
you be understood on the freouencies assigned to you with the proper cipher
for this hour. The signal plan must accompany tour thoughts at all times.

4. The best preparation for your sending period. have your text all ready
one sr two days ahead of time. Men your sending period comes, it is too
late to encipher. it.



Enclosure 16-1 (cont.)

5.. And never forget the technical emergency measures.

Change of place, change of power supply, in case it is necessary.
In the effort of this base and in the whole operation, as a rule,
it can't be too short or too disciplined.

The sharpest discipline as regards the radio, but also the sharpest
discipline as regards the Plan.

But with you I can spare these detailed ramifications. You are mature
enough and have enough sense to form for yourself a clear picture of the
results of a technical negligence.

We just can't afford it in the present situation, as well as not to
pick up the slightest report of interest. It even depends too much upon
your constant fulfillment of duty.

My appeal therefore goes to you as an upright German, as an adherer
to Western-European thought, to you as a former soldier true to his duty.

I am putting my trust in your capacity to fulfill this and in your
adaptibility and expect the first report from you exactly as planned.

With courage to the task. God only helps the courageous.

To our present common work -- Best of luck!

Horridoh:

A Front Comiander of yours •
who lives not far away
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Enclosure 16 - 2

pecial Assignment for 151

You're a sly dog and you've been through the mill, so you'll have to
stand by and bear the brunt.

We know each other very well, so there is no need for either of us to
indulge in preambles. We have often spoken of the way things will be
when the Russians come. Our opinions coincide completely. Therefore
we are again 'working together today, as so often before.

You have already read the preceding pages 1-9 and learned what we can
and must' do to hurt the Russkies. The most important thing, however,
is to let them know on the outside what is taking place in Swabia, so
that our people and our own land ard not subjected to any nonsense.

1. You know your way around Swabia as no one else does. You have many
acquaintances and friends. You know the people's attitude in the city and
in the country, among farmers, poachers and workers. Report on it.

2. Since you have not yet belonged to any party, perhaps it will be possible
for you to go along with the Reds. I'll bring that up later. As the
local farmers' leader or as Kolchos leader, you could look pure while
working against them. leUrther, you could get close to information on
food questions and the state of food supplies. Look around and get with it:

3. As local farmers' leader, you would also have the opportunity to find
out where the real pigs, traitors and Russian collaborators are. Thit is
very important to know. Report it too.

4• You ket around in the country. What activity is taking place in
Dechentreiter, Koedel, MAN, Siemens, etc? What is rolling on the rails
and roads? What is taking place in the woods? When you have anything
special, report it.

5. The man who is giving you this is the man with whom you will be
working. When you have something or know something, let him have it. He
will forward it along. And when he gives you something to do, take care
of it. He knows the reasons behind it.

6. Your friend will need your services from time to time in obtaining
observers and legmen of various sorts. Help him out. You have good
handwriting. He will also want to work from time to time in your shed or
stall. Help him When he does. And no man may know or learn anything
regarding the people with whom you are working.

7. No one may be allowed to acquire the-slightest knowledge of your
activities. Say nothing to your girl friend, etc, absolutely nothing.
You know how yeomen are, don't you?



Enclosure 16 - 3

Special Assignment for 152

Dear Franz 1

In the deep Peace of the post war period you have often shown that you
know how to take care of yourself. Therefore I am again confiding in
you and am giving you something new and interesting.

We know each other very well, so there is no need for us to tell each other
What we will have to go through with the Russians in the long run.

This is sure: He must be thrown out; it is  immaterial how and with what
means this is accomplished-1r J

It is not always said that might makes right. In our present position this
is also not true.

You have read the foregoing, and I assume that what we have to do is clear to you:
a) learn as much as possible and bring it to where help can be procured and
b) hurt the Russkies wherever and however you can
c) Use our own people wherever and however you caul

1. You know your way around in the Whole area, you know every path and stick.
That is good. You can find your way easily at night or in fog. You
know almost everyone and have friends all over.

2. Further, you were once called a communist - that affair about the deer
and weapons registration. Let it be known that that was actually the case.
Perhaps you will be able to go hunting again, and as a licensed - and
communist - hunter you will be able to go wherever you please. MY God,
you're not so silly as to swallow that Later, when the situation is turned
around, I'll help you to straighten things out. Don't worry.

3. And when you're a hunter again, we will go poaching together. If a Russky
crosses you, then you can blast him. But take care never to be around
any place officially when anything happens. You're a communi*, and
poachers will be going after you themselves. If things get tough,
disappear. Come to me and we'll work it out together.

4. Nevertheless it would be better to get along with them and not have to
take off. Cooperate with tke Reds and bring me everything that you can
find out about traffic on the roads, info from Augsburg and Donauwoerth,
and the railroads.

5. You will be needed from time to time to bring things here and there, to
guard against unwanted snoopers, and other kinds of work.

6. You can support us by being a good helper, reporter and messenger. In
this way you can best help against the Russkies. Later I'll straighten
everything out.

7. This is important, so keep youill 'arbp shut: Do a good job.



It the situation develoPI don't make decisions too quickly. 
Wait until

ru 1*.ve a reasonalbe perspective.

nstill a sense of caution and discretion in 
your operator. Technically he

s so well equipped by having his pocket set that no 
difficulties should•

As for other instructions:

Bo it concisely, military style 1
area

Reporting/mmm 118 is minder the command of 118 and 153. Mutual good will
IA the undertaking, with full individual repponsibility.

And now Good Luck and Tallyho in the new job - liberation of POople and Ho

Whether you or 118 take over the direction of the operation is of secondary
importance. The/maim thing is that is will be carried out

main
Whether you have decided. to use the already chosen radio operator or have
fonnd.a better one, and Whether or not you will need the servims of Rupp
and/or Yranz, and towhat extent, are your affairs.
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Sptial Assignment for  153 

I. I
-----

You are still a young man and - as I assume today as the author - have not
yet learned of the East, Asia and Mere from your own enerience.

Have confidence in the advice of your old and true friend, who will perhaps
go through this file together with you.

Study the battles of the Lech, Unstrut And Liegnitz; adapt them to the pesent

day situation.

The Russkies are now in our homeland as the result of the world political
structure Which is no fault of our own. If history is to have any Meaning
and not sink to the level of a harlot of events, then the Russians must get
Out: What is the West must remain the West, and we here in western Europe
must lommenta arrive at a greater unity.

But all this talk doesn't help. There is work to be done.
Prom today on, the governing principle is: Everything that hurts the Russkies

is profitable and good.
Eveerything which is of benefit to a
people is even better.

But the structure of our population will not yet admit of an active resistance
in Germany.

We must therefore work with intellect And reasod. And we need your spirit,
we sons of our fathers far from our homeland., Who are endeavoring as much
as possible to touch upon and coordinate tbsevents of the war.

- We wish to spare our people all evil, and yet meet the enemy wherever we can
on our soil.

is --;0 mov.
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The basis for our being able to accomplish this is that we be apprised of
anything and everything that is happening at home. An uninterrupted (=ha•
must take place between us.

We need your spirit and your youthful drive. You should report to us on
Augsburg, Donauwoerth and the surrounding area. I don't have to explain !
you in detail what is important and unimportant, or what is of special or
lesser interest. You are our eyes where you are.
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Enclosure 17

Based on Reporting Map 118

MET_ImIlmiltmEtias2211.01

The coordinate scale is used to locate all points clearly and unequiv-
ocally on all maps.

Al]. official maps are printed with square grids, which cover the entire
suface of the map and indicate the method of locus finding by numbers
for all German map scales.

For cover purposes we have developad our own system of listing map points
by the use of numbers, which is shown on Reporting Map 118.

This ciphering system runs perpendicularly (units right) and horizontally
(units up). When citing reference points, always read right and	 Every
map scale has its own coordinate scale system, which on official maps is
printed on the border.

Directions for the use of coordinate scales have been cut out and pasted
below for your information. The coordinate location apparatus which is
also attached is of course only usable on a map of the scale 1:300,000
(Enclosure 21 of this folder).

Examples:

The location of	 Is recorded as:

1. RR bridge over the Lech near Augsburg-Hochzoll 	 right 13516
up 12080

2. Welden RR station, on air line between Augsburg and 	 right 13312
Dillingen	 up 12195

3. Road cutoff to Berg, 2 Km north of Donauwoerth 	 right 13402
up 12503

L. Highest point of Blankenstein mountain, 7 Km SW of	 right 13148
Noerdlingen	 up 12567

5. Castle in Harburg, 10 Km NW of Donauwoerth	 right 13334
up 12562

Try itl: It's quite simple. But it only works with Reporting Map 118.

Directions:
The horizontal portion of the coordinate scale is placed on a horizontal
grid line in such a manner that the vertical portion of the scale touches
on the point which is to be located. The "right" is then read off from
the horizontal scale, using the next left vertical grid line as base point;
the "up" is read from the vertical portion of the scale, reading up from the
horizonatal grid line being used. "Right" is always read first. Location
is obtained in meter units.



Enclosure 18

Reports Writin ag_. 31d14.odel Rports

1. Report is derived from the German word "maiden", that is, to impart
a fact. The fact must be depicted as it is known to you. In every case
and in every word it must be something on which you would take an oath.
Only thus can it have any value and be utilized to our advantage by the
people on the outside. The ISMOMOS propaganda reports prepared by all
parties in the last war are miserable and worthless, and are geneaally
very quickly unmasked.

2. A report is only of um to us when it is:

a) true and absolutely accurate,
b) ask understandable and unequivocal and
c) thammtp received in time, the earlier the better.

3. When you want to report an important fact, proceed as follows:
a) put what you want to report in good order
b) write it down in clear and simple words,
c) do away with evertyhting that is unimportant and superfluous, until

only the pure and unadultered fact remains
d) finally, put yourself in the place of those who will receive your

report and check to see that your words will be interpreted exactly
as you meant them.

4. To familiarize you with reports and give you a better understanding of
what is needed, examples are appended. lemmill,remember one thing: these
examples are constructed to demonstrate form and method of expression, am*
without regard to content. We dannot predict that intentions known to
us today might not end up/completely to the contrary.

in fact
I. Reports Phrasing Examples

a) Workers from Ludwigshafen say that a Russian commission was in the
IG works, paying particularly attention to inspecting and going through
the central electtic works. The word in engineering circles is tht they
are to be dismantled and transported to Merseburg for the construction of
a secret weapons factory.

REPORT: It is rumored that IG elittric works will be dismantled for use
in construction of secret weapons in Merseburg.

b) A friend, employed in the Land council office, tells you of a considerable
increase in work there. All population indexing files have had to be revised.
Present jobs, trades learned, former military activity and apparent political
attitude have had to be entered for all inhabitants. In order to collate these
details quickly, local confidential bomards were formed and charged with
Informant and surveillance functions. This work supposedly is to serve as a
working basis for a general mobilization or compulsory military service as well
as further oppressive decrees.

REPORT: Land council office employee reports preparation for compulsory
military service tm by bringing population card indexes up to
date on former military service and attitude of pm inhabitants.
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c) On your way to work this morning, 15 September, at 0600, you saw four
columns of Russian tanks coming off the Autobahn at Mannheim and entering
the city by various routes. For exactly a half hour you were able to observe
the columns, counting a total of 700 T-34 type tanks. Finally you were
told to leave the area, along with other workers, by the military police.
While going away, you saw the tanks parking closely together in courtyards
and on side streets, afterwhich they were camouflaged with nets. The tank
were also transporting infantry.

REPORT: Definitely determined 15 Sept 0600-0630 700 T-34 arrived Mannheim
from Heidelberg after which camouflaged. No observation possible
before or after this time.

II. Examples of Specialized Reports 

1. Politics and Government

a) Mayor arrested. KPD minions from mob arbitrarily assigned police powers.
b) All administration, courts and finance offices still in operation. Com-

missars from east Germany only in top positions.
c) All criminals and prisoners released. Insufficient room for former

mayors, priests, teachers, SPD members, some private citizens. No oppor-
tunityl•o visit.	 .

d) All political activity and newspapers forbidden. Communist orientation
papers appearing. Publisher Peoples Democratic Upper Cammand Frankfurt.

e). Political lead articles speaking of Germany with boundaries of 1507 and
partnership Germany-Russia for evolution of the whole world.

2. Economics, Agriculture and Industry
enterprise after

a) MAN stateimannesser ft:m=15 Aug. New director Russian Semjonew, formerly
Semen Stalinez traktorskaja Kiev. Small shop personnel increased to
25,000. Reportedly to manufacture tank chassis without turrets. Working
three shifts.

b) Banks closed after 1 Sept, savings frozen. One state controlled banking
central set up in each county to handle all official/Mkt:me private
banking and tax questions.	 / and

c) Opel state property with former directors and engineers after 1 Oct.
500 3.5 ton Blitz daily. No sedan construction.

d) Iron works converted to gremmem grenade manufacture. Apparently 28 cm
rocket fuses being made in precisions instrument sections.

e) Potato and main cultivation in Tettnang area collectivized with construction
and machine enterprises. Raiffeisen inspiration and leader this move.
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a) Radio, information bulletins and Placards controlled by AOK Frankfurt.
Death penalty decreed for listening to enemy broadcasts.

b) I,eadinLarticles infested with Freiherr vom Stein liberation Of farmers,
Bismarkigh Russo-German frienihsip. Suitably pre-written history lessons
for teachers after 1 Sept.

-
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discernible
c) No parislavlsm or Russian world mission themes umnipm/anywhere up to

now, sham Russo-German cooperation only line identifiable in word and
action.

d) Former property laws unalternbum Gilts coordinated. Pension and
old age claims authorized again to previous extent.

0 Friendly approach to specialists, engineers and teachers easily recog-
nizable. Priests, merchants and industrialists ridiculed as victims
of western capitalism. Strong flattery of professional soldiers as
intrinsically dedent victims of Fascism.

f) With adaquate food supplies, uncurtailed personal and national freedom
and friendly approach of enemy, well intentioned populace fears only
indiscriminate bombling by West. Beginning of anti-West feeling.

g) Laying of wreath with Order of Lenin at grave of Moelders for shooting
dean 110 Western aircraft awakes sympathy for Bast among German populace.

h) Professor Mayer, Heidelberg Sulfanilimide researcher, called to Moscow
1 Oct. Should possibilities be investigated for evacuation?

i) Return of warship to German Peoples Democracy reason for overall
manifestations of sympathy for east. Bombing of residential areas of
Cologne resulted in numberout ex-pilots volunteering- for the Luftwaffe.

4. Traffic

a)72 troop cars all arms transported 25 July from 1369442490 to
13084-12302. No returning empties.

b) Road between 13758-12310 and 13499-12316 being widened 14 meters
by forced night labor of populace. Bridges being strengthened to
support 100 tons.

c) 50 transport aircraft located 13460-12195 since 1 Aug. Camouflaged,
do not fly. Talk of tank transport aircraft. 2 tanks there, reportedly.

d) Wooded area approximately 20 It by 13316-12198 closed to all civilian
traffic. Strong to and from Convoys since 10 May.

e) Runways being lengthened 300 meters and strenghtned with 30 cm concrete
at 13448-11880.

f) All seaworthy Rhine ships and numerous tugs and small boats hard orders
to proceed to Holland.

5. Military Reports (Particularly clear and unequivocal)

a) According to statements of local communi4s a section of atomic artillery
is to be attached to the 5th Guards Division, located in the area Neubu,

Ingolstadt._	 _



specialist, 1T-3 launching site ready by 1 Nov.
c) 50 smperbombers land daily at Landsberg. After 2 day overhaul, they fly

west (sic) back to last Siberia. 	 of all calibers
,s1.) According to forester, is guarded dump for atomic grenades/located

at 13380-13518 /for-,Ist 3 days.
e) Colleague observed special swimmers training at 13580-12503/. Summerge

for long distances with heavy loads of explosives.
f) All halls and cloisters in Dillingen being cleared. According to doctor's

stament, lmsdastehâbldefinitely being arranged as contagious disease
hospitals. Known spinal meningitis specialists assigned there.

-	
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g) At Augsburg 1,000 Siberians located with unknown light gun-carriage
weapons and numerous electro-optical devices. Apparently rocket Anti-aircraft.

h) Castle at 13514-12221 occupied by Co/ Gen Schukow and entire staff
sinm 15 Sept. lurhter details not yet available.

1) Since 10 Sept over 50 trains daily proceeding westward over main rail
lines through Donauwoerth, Augsburg and Landsberg; enpties returning.
Columns of all types of weapons and heavy materiel supplies.

k) According to rumours, every tenth man and every Daft pre-1938 officer
in a mutinous Czech division in Ingoldtadt has been shot.

II

a) Advance party of 1st Guards Mechanized Army in Nymphenburg castle since
1 Oct. General and troops reportedly underway from southern Russia.

h) Chief of all Donau crossing points in the area from Dillingen to Passau
is located in Neuburg castle. German river construction personnel and
materiel depots by all bridges under his command.

c) At 13427-12362, troops of the 2nd Parachute Div are making practice
jumps with cannon up to 10 cm caliber in the area from Gablingen to
Augsburg. 32 aircraft counted, no tank transport machines.

d) Kaisheim prison has been taken over for use as an interpreting school
for Spanish. 400 students there, only Russians.

e) German driver at Haunstetten aircraft repair works counted 72 MIG fighters
in Leipheim, 200 attack type aircraft in Memmingen$ 80 bombers are
camouflaged at Lechfeld, Fuerstenfeld and Bikerg.

f) Middle Europe tank . repair works established at MAN, Augsburg. Still
employing all workers. Paralysis of electrical center possible. Causes
waste of 500 Kg of munitions.



the population on the eastern bank of the Lech, from the mountains to
the river mouth, as well as underbrush obstacles.

h) Areas on both sides of Dillingen have been declared hospital zones and
must be evacuated by the civilian population by 1 Nov. Wooded area north
of the Donau near Donauwoerth supposedly will be recuperation area for
light ray wounded.

k) According to postal official M of Augsburg, the North-South cable south
of the Donau is to be dug up and laid openly along some Autobahn stretches
in order to strengthen the East-West russian communications system.

1) Artillery observer quartered Wallah in German home was cleaning a knapsack
radio set with scale of 15-36 with decimal sub-division on sending and
receiving parts. Knows only voice radio, no codes.

m) German mechanic with 2nd Stalin Artillery Div reported presents by Donauwoerth
of sptial group with some kind of magnetic, light and sound measuring
battery, which at the battle near Inn accurately located artillery emplace-
ments and tank concentrations at distances up to 80 Km.

n) At least 25 companies have been practicing assault landings across the
Danube on both sides of Dillingen since 1 Oct in small rubber boats. 'Opposite
bank covered by smoke bombs. Storm troops carry flamethrowers with
100 meter range.

en The 1st Rifle Division is practicing street fighting in the ruins of
Donauwoerth, supported by/ii Mips but not tanks. Numerous cleary
visible rocket signals hamm . are being observed.
The 1st Czech Division is practicing forest fighting in the woods north
of Donauwoerth. Troops armed only with machine pistols and grenades or
grenade throwers and bazookas. Going at it heavily.
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New attack method apparent at tank training area Ried, north of
Wertingen. Where formerly infantry transported on tanks, they
now advance 2-300 meters ahead of armor.

o) Kalmuk division located near Dillingen has dully young communist
officers. Very strong discipline. Men tired of war, deserting into
the woods. Russian personell ware of victory.

III

Rifle division, reportedly 12th, in Ingolstadt has kiven up its rifles
and been equipped with capture UN machine pistols and bazookas. Training
hard.
Officers and soldiers formerly fraternizing with Germans under orders
have severed all connections with populace since blowing up of leave train
near Friedberg.
Former strong prohbition against alcohol apparently lifted. Troops breaking
into shops and breweries. Much drunkenness.
etc, etc.

Now you have seen for yourself : There is no pattern for a report.

Anything can be important, so report it 1111



Plan 118
Felder 178

PRELIMINARY , TIME PLAN

After an Eastern Invasion 

You receivecLseveral visits from a very good acquaintance
of yours.

You spoke about the whole current situation and agreed, as you
had learned and prepared for before the invasion, that you wanted
to begin right away to make contact with you-know-who out there-.
out of Ivan's reach.

3-4 Weeks after D-Day

1. The above friend will speak to you about the themes to he
reported. Please help him to make each review according to
the proposed checklist.

Just think to yourself at each preparation that you are the
one who will send this report on.

It's just like the old radio tour:
nExact, short, and clear. Nothing unnecessary."

2. Help him unpack the radio equipment. Satiety yourself that
everything is intact.

You know it indeed. You have learned it.

3. In all cases let yourself have &weapon, as well as some gold
as a penny in need.

4. In all cases keep the complete signal plans, which must always
be in your possession.

5. Now make a thorough agreement as to the hiding place of the
radio equipment
signal plans
your present plan

The main thing is: Each part in a different place

6. Oo through the signal plane thoroughly.
It is important that you always knows:

Your sending times
Your sending and listening frequencies
Your proper cipher.

7. You by now know the day for the first contact attempt.
Set upon a meeting place one or two days in advance.



Folder 178

3-4 Weeks after D-DAF

7. You have set the first as well as the second meeting place
with your team leader to prepare the first report. Note it well.

8. Now you have some time to concern yourself with the present plan:

a) The contents of enclosures 1 and 2 ought to be clear.
That is what we have SO often spoken about.

b) We alone can help ourselves.
Old rascal!

c) Enclosures 5-11 show generally everything that can be of interest.

The most important are ndlitary matters.

d) nclosures 21-22 show how we put these questions into reports.

e) The significance of your district

f) Maps for your work

g) For still more exact orientation to the terrain there are
several wonderful aerial photos which can be used for the
possible caching of your equipment, as well as perhaps for
better antenna towers irif it should be necessary.

h) Finally, a review of the radio training you have learned in
various courses in enclosures 13-16.

You Should indeed have a complete idea after this review as to
your duties, purpose, and the necessity of exact operations.

Don't forget thought Your duty is radio, therefore the means
of touch with those outside. You are lees concerned with the .
composing of particulars.

Meeting Place before he first attempt at contact

L. Exchange secret recognition signals. Briefly orient your
teed leader on the technical details.
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Meeting place before the first contact attempt.

2. Determining the place of transmission. Transport of the set.
Setting up the equipment
Securing of the work
Keeping the work secret

(Everything quite clear?)

3. Determining that the report is
Encoding according to the proper code for the first day
Determining the sending sequences

The DAY Of Attempt at Contalt

1. Quiet, no commotion

2. The set in its place. Emergency equipment on hand.
Report ready.
Frequencies clear? The time clear?

3. Security?? Keeping under cover??
No person should notice anything

4. Is the set completely clear as well as
correctly connected and set up.

5: Your time is at hand	 show that you can do something

6. If it hasn't torked right away, don't lose your nerve.
It will all right.

And if the first Bonding period went by without a contact,
then try the set even once more—the connections tbo power
supply; perhaps there was an error. It must be found. It
would be ridiculous if it did not work the next time..

7. Now that it's worked, however	 primal!
Everything is well Cleared away again and already taken
care of for the second sending.

In this respects Be careful, don't be careless
Change the spot
Change the hiding place

But that is all clear as the sky to you

8. So, go ahead just as you learned.
Never lose interest or fail to heed caution

You are thus serving our liberation and thereby yourself
creating a secure future all in all.

As always	 best of luck and gOod sailing

SECRET.
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MePpe 178
Anlage 13

Funkgeratlagerung und Empfang.
======================.========

Hieraber bestehen augenblicklich - Stand 15.januar 52 folgende
Wiglichkeiten:

liGeschdftes. Winter weiss davon niehts.
bode unter den Ersatzteilen des von Herrn Winter gefahrten

agert das F gerat in einem amerikanischen KAnister verpackt Auf

em 

IlAgert der Plan 118 im Panzersahrank des gleichen Betriebes.

1Beide Teile werden von dem Bearbeiter bei Gefahr des Osteinbruches
an den Truppfahrer 118 ausgegebem.

(
Far diesen Fall sind such Futkverkehrsunterlagen und Schlasselunter-
lagen samt Kristallen zum Fu/ikgerdt vorhanden. ( Anl. 14 4.15 )

1. Bearbeiter Ubergibt Gerat,
Plan u.
Unterlagen ( Schlassel, Kristalle,

Rufzeichen, Zeiten.)

2. Winter Ubergibt auf Anruf des Bearbeiters:
Ger&t,
Plan u.
Unterlagen.

3. TruppfahKex ( 118 )ocle.ritithelfer_ ( 151) erhalten
Anruf des Bearbeiters und holen bei Winter ab:

GerAt,
Plan u.
Unterlagen.

((St, c /we,	 / 1,,t)

Das Gerat - emn kleineres - soil mit alien taktischen, organisatorischen
und funktechnischen Unterlagen, samt Waffen, Geld, Papiere bei dem Trupp
tahrer eingelagert werden t bzw. in seiner Nahe vergraben.

Far Fall a erhalt er nach Beendigung der Vorbereitungen eine Kiste mit
Oeffnungsweisung bed Ostaberfall.

Far Fall b emn versiegeltes Cuvert mit eibem Plan zur Auffindung der
Kiste mit den gesaaten Unterlagen.

Gleich welcher Stand erhaltalso der_Funker sein Gerat und seine Tinter=
kTirer—Ivoicireirj-E—Frz...allkat„

A ./
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PLAN 118: TEAM MEMBER 152

Days after D-Day: 1. You got the folder from a very good friend of yours

2. Acknowledge the receipt of enclosure 25

3. Talk to him about what we want

4. Promise him you will keep your mouth shut.
That's the main thing.

5. Then sign enclosure 24 with your first-name
initial.

6. Come to an understanding with him about what
you are to do and where

7. Finally determine how and when you are to meet next.

After several days. if no one is around

1. Look over the maps in order to get a general picture

Don't hurry at all, because you'll not understand it.
It's all new.

2. The contents of enclosures 1-2 should be clear

3. Snolosures 3-4 show you how you--out there where
Ivan is—completely without danger—can help our
own German cause.

Notice; We outside must know everything, then we
can hurt Ivan even more, and be of ties to ourselves.

When you are a1o9e and have the time 

1. Now read enc1osure1110 (General Comments) through,
Perhaps you will notice what significance your home
territory has.

2. Now take your Solder (enclosure 12). Look at it all,
so that you can get it better in mind. Above all, the
roads, the railways, and the woods.

sEctza
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Stills when 7014 have time

3. And now get busy with your own particular district

Get this straight in your head:
It is important:
a) to get everything out and to communicate with your friend
b) to help him as a reporter and a spy
0) to hurt Ivan, however and whenever possible
d) to assist your own

4. Read through enclosures 5-.9

From that you see everything of importance

5. But don't forget the main thing, to help your friend however
you can

When ;you run into your friend again for the first time

1. Determine what is of interest

2. Determine what you should do

3. Determine when you meet again

Always Watch

1. Always watch changes in Ivan and the Communists.
They are important.

2. Always: change the meeting place with your friend.

And the NainThing

1. Keep your Mouth shut to everybody.

2. If it isn't too difficult play like a Communist with the Reds.

3. Sverything you know that is new communicate carefully to
your friend. No one should notice it.

44 Help him When you can and do what he says.

5: What yOu don't need of the maps throw in the fire.
Hide thereat away good. Ivan searches thoroughly!

6. And now good huntingi
I'm depending upon you. We need you.

DO it well!
g
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„PLAN 11$: TEAM MEMBER 154

Days after D-Day: 1. You will get the folder from a very good friend of yours.

2. Acknowledge the receipt of enclosure 25.

3. Talk to him about what we want! It is important
for us all, especially for you farmers.

4. Promise him you will keep your mouth absolutely
shut. That's the main thing.

5. Then sign enclosure 24 with your first-name initial.
( just mark it).

6. Decide further with him how you can help him
with the goods when you're needed.

7. Finally determine with him how you can meet with
him unnoticed, so that you can talk over everything.

After 3 Days:
1. Look over the maps in order to get a general picture.

Not so fist! It's all new!- 2. The contents of enclosures 1-2 ought to be clear.

3. Enclosures 3-4 show you--out there where Ivan is-.
completely without danger--can help our German and
Swabian cause.

Later:
1. Read to yourself now enclosure 9 (General Comments)

through. Now you see what significance your home
territory has.

2. Now look over the map in enclosure U.

3. And now get busy with your special working district.

Always keep in mind.

It is important:

a) to get everything out and to communicate with your friend
b) to hurt Ivan when you can

SEC:i. a T
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Still later: 4. So you know your work:

Now get busy with the questions in enclosures 5.8.

From that you see everything of importance

5. But don't forget the main thing, that's pointed
out in enclosure 10.

,
And if you can't do anything all at once, give
yourself tome time. 'You'll get it sometime.

When you run into your friend :vain for the first time 

1. 00 through the-talkets and the mission once more.

2. Sort out the chief questions of interest and settle
them.

3. Determine your exact field of work.

4. Set upon the next meeting place,

5. Determine how you possibly can communicate something
of importance faster.

6. Ask him if he'll need you for something else the next time.

Always:
1. Always, above all, watch for innovations and report them,

2. Change the meeting place with your friend always. Nothing
should be tried twice.

Something Else:

1. Keep your mouth Shut; don't talk about a thing.

2. If possible play like a Communist with the Reds,
if it isn't too hard.,

3. Always keep in consideration and, if you can get by
with it, do:

How can you do harm to the Reds?
How can you be of use to us?

4. What you don't need of this :Older throw in the fire.
The rest tuck away, but do it Well.

And now, bring home the bacon.

Do it wettit 	 on you,
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TIME PLAN FOR, THE FIRST TEAM MEMBER IN PLAN 118, NO, 153

You will get an introduction and orientation from your nearest relative
to the scheme about which you know and we already have so often spoken.

Since the plan is to be carried out in such a manner that you will
Cooperate as closely as possible with this abeve-.named relative, you
will be given no time plan of your own.

So please help 118 as far as possible with all your resources to carry
this out.

Helping, in the sense of this plan and of your mission, means:

a) In case you are present at the place

1. To help 118 dispose of the organizational work

2. To work according to his time plan and to carry out
all the work after a short discussion with him

3. To feel yourself as the adjutant of the old guy in the
truest sense of thd word and to act that way

b) in case you are away from the Place 

1. Go over the whole job with the old gentleman and decide
upon the preliminary steps in view of actual circumstances
and happenings.

2. In this respect, consider:

How can we help the old boy even though we are away

How can you lend this work support in your present place
of work by means of moll organization as well as by the
creation of intelligence?

3. Even in absence be an assistant to the old guy

SECRET
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The particular provisions of the plan are:

Now:	 Deposition of the set, signal plans, and tactical
and organizational instructions with your old gent
in a closed first-aid kit.

The set, plan, and eventually also the signal plans
are being kept at Winter's (it will be turned over as
soon as the signal plans are there).

Where the meaning and duties are clear, it is unnecessary
to open it and go through it beforehand.

In gaze of D43.siyOr Danger of Invasion

- Unpack the plan and get busy with it out of sight and
with the greatest security pretembiena.

Then, entrusted with it, next only visit the w/t operator,
test him, and begin an introduction and preparation for
the plan.

Glite a briefing to and call first into action the other
team meMbere, Rupp and Franz. in case their help is
necesaary, in which case they are slated to be security
people, information gathera„ and couriers.

In case: the political feeling of the small peasants is
delicate and their mobility is limited, just don't depend
At All on their help.

Initial Work; The plan is clear to you. For this reason an
initial briefing is pardonable.

But really get busy with the leading enolosures,

• the range of questions

the surveys of the regions

your:Opedial mission

• the signal plans and the reporting lists

Uner all'circumstances destroy the dangerous enclosures

SECZT
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In the briefing to the radio operator have page four of the
time plan of the old man on hand.

Should you try to $4 that?

Have another suggestion?

The better one and the one suited to the time is the one to uSe 

And now, camouflage, clandestinity, and deception in the total
surroundings.

Work preparatory to the first contact attempt 

1. Be on hand with the w/t operator.

2. Commotion helps nothing

3. Preparation of the leading points in the operator's time plan

4. Just think, it has to make contact

What is more:

The old men's time plan is also yours

You are the first and most representative adjutant. Act like it.

Discretion, caution, and a feeling of responsibility for our
mission, and thereby for the future of the younger generatiOn
of Germans, should be your morning and evening prayer.

Over and over again -- burn everything that is unnecessary

And finally, the outcome will demand every offering, if it is not
overcome by realities and does not let itself be kicked about like
a football.

Opportunities now and always will belong to the courageous. There is
now the chance to be of use in the war against the ravaging East.

We need freedom, but in our sense of the word.

So, onward	 the stakes are your reward.

Ahoy I

153



Caution:Only very wide awake proud men with absolutely conservative
principles.

gThe planner and (ig:	 dealt together with the matter
of the team members and the mission.

SEC
SECURITY INFORMATION

	
Plan 118
Folders Planner

FUNDAMENTAL INTRODUCTION TO PLAN 118

1. Planner: Pfals

2. The planner knows: 118 very well
151 s
152 "	 "
153 as an acquaintance
178 " "

3. The team leader knows everyone—
a) a final personnel decision has not yet been

made in regard to 178
b) has been generally instructed in plan 118
c) perhaps needs no further training since he
' already has a good intellectual feeling for

tactical and technical matters
d) cross connections: up till now knows of no

neighboring connections

Has to take care of this personally

4. Radio operator:
a) is reported and tested
b) in trained. Degree of training __%
c) is not yet familiar with the met
d) has been informed of his later duties
e) knows nothing of the caching site

5. Radio and Signal Plans
(Equipment, weapons, and plane stationed with 118)
(Signal plans and Plan are at Winter's).

6. Signal plans are worked out (are still lacking)

7. Reporting plan stationed with the operator. See No. 5 above

8. The recovery of the team leader in case of broken communications will
be possible by means of contact through a trustworthy person of clear,
national mind under instructions of the planner and to whom true names
can be given.

9. The operations base should be most practically in Beret's possession,
since he must conduct the introductory radio. training.

10. Evaluation and division of command will get results and be practical
only through a planner who knows the men, team members, land, and people.



Planner
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Ourrentlys Staff changes are to be reviewed

The storing of the present sets is urgent

The storing of the signal plans must be seen to personally

The letters corresponding to this must be written and stored

away.

The decision to force the operator.
Ought not to be hard.

The American maps are lacking for the planner's folder.

Check once more the completeness of the radio operator's
instructions.

Once more before finally storing the plans away:

Personnel changes?? Which ones??

Signal plans .- how and where

How will supplying be secured?

The degree of training of the radio operator?

Degree of instruction to the team leader?

Check every three months the plans which have been stored away,

as well as the signal plans.

SECRET



Planner

1, Plan 118 stored:
It should go to 118 personally at once

When unlit happen 	

2. Informed about it

3. Stored in a sealed package with Winter," who possesses the written
material to give out at the time of open aggression

4. It was also entered in Plan 118 that the missing signal plans, as
enclosure 3 states, are stored away.

It is planned to turn over the signal plans to the operator after
complete training and corresponding security

When will that be? 	

The disbursement is in the hands of 118 himself and of "Winter,"
who has been briefed about nothing and also knows nothing.

6. Final disbursement

7. In case of a war danger a courier is to go to 118 to pick up a
certificate of receipt of aciaeddar.

This courier will be questioned and has instructions to turn over:

a) the radiO equipment's caching site and stgnal plans' place of storage
b) the degree of training of the operator
0) the day of the first report
d) previous items of note about the events of the war
e) the chief missions Swabia, railways, industry, traffic
f) enclosures 14-15 of folder 118 as well as possible personnel ohangeo

8. Besides the Plan he must turn over the money so that 118 can cover up
such mistakes as may be made,

9. The courier must under all circumstances be in a position to master.
thoroughly the points on page one of the, time plan (enclosures 6-1),
and correspondingly to advise 118.

..SECI.:71
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.4.	 Planner

Now: The storing and packaging of the radio set with this plan with 118.
Therefore the set will be fetched there.

The signal plan is separated from there at "Winter's," who knows
nothing about it and has only to hand over a package which he has
been given in case of aggression.

The corresponding letter at Ninterls."

On the other hand this is also indicated in Folder 118 so that it
will be guarantted to click.

DI -Days The whole outline must be in 118 1 s hands

The visit of the courier has been provided for and is practical.
He must pick up the certificate of receipt and advise of possible
new developments.

8-14 Days: Initial work of the team leader

3-4 Weeks -• Checking the wit operator and briefing.
Turning over the radio set.

25 Date - First contact attempt

The plan until now provides only for the team leader and wit operator
to work together.

Then after one or two months a choice of team members in view of the
findings during this period is provided for.

The team leader has absolute gree choice of workers.

The main values Continual contact and information

Sabotage operations are under no circumstances indicated
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